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BACKGROUND

§ National Quantum Initiative and its ongoing activities to explore and promote 
Quantum Information Science (QIS)
– The National Quantum Initiative Act provides for the continued leadership of the 

United States in QIS and its technology applications
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BACKGROUND – CONT.

§ In the most recent report, the Initiative emphasizes the importance of creating a 
quantum-proficient workforce2024 CAE Community Symposium
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BACKGROUND – CONT.

§ Due to the potential threats posted by quantum algorithms that could break 
otherwise secure public cryptographic protocols that are widely used, CISA, NIST, 
and NSA have asked the agencies and others to mitigate to the current protocols to 
quantum-resistant ones
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BACKGROUND – CONT.

§ Note that while quantum computers that can break RSA in a few hours are not 
feasible yet, they can be relevant today through the failure of the perfect forward 
secrecy requirement
– If the parties establish keys using the RSA algorithms without perfect forward 

secrecy, one can store the packets related to a session 
– Years later, the malicious parties could use quantum computers to break the RSA 

and therefore the secrecy of the session
– Such risks can not be justified for some top secrets
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BACKGROUND – CONT.
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BACKGROUND – CONT.

§ While the needs of a quantum-proficient workforce is well recognized when quantum 
technologies become an important component of the economy, the challenge is how 
to produce a workforce NOW
– Quantum information and computing techniques are new to most computer 

science programs
• They are not part of the existing curricular in most universities
• Most of computer science and cyber security faculty do not know the subject
• They are very different from typical computer science courses

– While quantum technologies could become very important, they are in the very 
early stages and face many technical challenges and uncertainties
• We cannot educate a workforce to be potentially employed after 10 or 20 years
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PROPOSED SOLUTION

§ The core component of our proposed solution is to enhance cyber security majors 
to be quantum proficient
– Built on the strong problem solving and programming foundations of cyber 

security majors

§ There are several reasons that we believe this is the best solution
– As post-quantum cryptographic protocols are required in the next two or three 

years, there would be a great need to redesign and test web sites and web 
services

• As we all know, there are many challenges to secure the current web 
applications and servers

– Teaching quantum information and computing to cyber security majors can be 
achieved if this is done effectively
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PROPOSED SOLUTION – CONT.

§ We are pioneering a QIS program at our 
department
– We have developed and taught a class in 

summer 2023 on quantum computing

– We will teach this course again in summer 
2024

§ We design the course on top of the computer 
science courses our students have already taken

– Computer circuits in computer architecture
– Programming platforms and Python libraries
– Making use of the IBM Quantum Platform
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BACKGROUND – CONT.
§ Florida State University has invested significantly in quantum science and 

engineering
– With more than $20 million dedicated to the area, FSU is positioned to be a hub 

for research and education in quantum science  
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PROPOSED SOLUTION – CONT.

§ In the next few slides, we will introduce the quantum algorithms and the ways we 
have covered them so that you can see that they are not as difficult as they appear

§ One of the common misconceptions is that quantum computing requires a good 
understanding of quantum mechanism

– While building and designing new quantum bits would require advanced degrees 
in quantum mechanism, physics, chemistry, and materials sciences, quantum 
information and computing builds on quantum bits
• The situation is very similar to what we do in computer science today with 

respect to gates and semi-conductance materials
– Actually, computer architectures would require a good understanding of 

quantum mechanism as the quantum effects are relevant
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STATE OF QUANTUM COMPUTING 
§ There are very active and large investments from governments and companies, 

trying to leverage the unique properties of quantum states
– An easy way to experiment with real quantum computers is via IBM Quantum
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QUANTUM MECHANIC SYSTEM MODEL
§ Key properties
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PROBLEM SOLVING USING QUANTUM COMPUTING

§ Quantum Superposition

– A quantum bit represents 0 and 1 at the 
same time probabilistically

– The Block sphere is a good and common 
way to visualize quantum bits

– Keep in mind that one can only measure 
0 or 1 each time, creating a bottleneck

§ Quantum Entanglement

– Typically, a system with more quantum 
bits is obtained by composing systems 
with fewer qubits

§ Quantum Parallelism 
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PROBLEM SOLVING USING QUANTUM COMPUTING

§ Quantum Algorithms

– Fundamentally, quantum algorithms are quantum circuits, consisting of quantum 
gates 

– By utilizing some key properties of the gates, one can solve certain problems 
more efficiently than any classical algorithms

– Quantum circuits can be modeled as matrix multiplications, very similar to 
reversible computing 
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PROBLEM SOLVING USING QUANTUM COMPUTING

§ Quantum Algorithms – Flipping About the Mean Operator and Grover’s Algorithm
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QUANTUM PHASE ESTIMATION – CONT.

§ Here is the quantum phase estimation problem

– An efficient solution to this problem is almost the same as the quantum Fourier 
transform and is also a key component to the eigenvalue estimation problem

– We use a binary encoding for w, 

• This is a binary number representation for fraction numbers
• The value is given by 
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QUANTUM PHASE ESTIMATION – CONT.

§ A key property of 

– It can be written as the tensor product of n terms
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QUANTUM PHASE ESTIMATION – CONT.
§ The inverse of quantum phase estimation is the quantum Fourier transform

– The algorithm is simply running the quantum phase estimation backward
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QUANTUM PHASE ESTIMATION – CONT.
§ The circuits for quantum phase 

estimation and for quantum Fourier 
transform are the key for 
exponential speedup for a number 
of quantum algorithms
– Including Shor’s factorization 

algorithm and solution to the 
discrete logarithmic problem

– Harrow-Hassidim-Lloyd algorithm
• It does not have an 

exponential speedup as an 
end-to-end solution to solving 
linear equations
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SUMMARY – PART I

§ Quantum bits and gates provide unique advantages with no counter parts in 
classical computing 
– Utilizing these properties has resulted in algorithms with exponential speedup, 

including factorization

• This renders the current public key cryptography systems insufficient
– Problem solving using quantum computing has been being explored actively

• Considering the algorithms as end-to-end solutions elucidates the advantages 
and limitations of quantum algorithms 

§ Post-quantum cryptographic systems will be a reality in the next one or two years
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POST QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY
QUANTUM COMPUTERS (QC): THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND UGLY

§ QC are much more powerful than conventional computers:  on storage size 𝑛 they 
can compute as if they were operating on 2! values in parallel.

§ QC are very expensive to build and operate at temperatures close to absolute zero.  
Qubits are fragile and susceptible to noise, to errors, and have a very short lifespan 
of ~2𝑚𝑠.

§ If you read the state of a QC you see only one value: the others disappear.

§ Bounded error Quantum Polynomial time (BQP):  decision                                    
problems that can be solved by a QC in polynomial time.
It is widely believed that QC cannot solve NP  hard problems

§ Average-case hardness vs worst-case hardness. 

PSPACE 
problems
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THREATS TO CURRENT SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC PROTOCOLS

§ Grover’s Quantum Algorithm: Brute-force search for the 𝑛-bit secret key 𝑘 of a 
symmetric-key algorithm that encrypts a message 𝑚 to a ciphertext 𝑐 requires only 
2! = 2!/# tries. Same for MACs.

This means that AES-128 offers only 64-bit protection. Must use AES-256

§ Shor’s Algorithm: Solves the factoring, discrete logarithm, and period finding 
problems efficiently. 

This means that a sufficiently large QC will break all current public-key algorithms: 
RSA, Diffie-Hellman, ElGamal, elliptic curve crypto.

§ What is needed: a few thousand logical qubits and a program that applies a few 
billion logical gates  (not yet feasible)
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NIST: THREE NEW ALGORITHMS FOR 2024. 
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A  LATTICE PROBLEM

Given a basis and some non-lattice point                                                                                        
in its space find a nearby  lattice point.

1. Alice uses Bob’s public key to select                                                                                        
a lattice point 𝑷 and computes                                                                                                             
𝑿 = 𝑷 +𝒎, where 𝒎 is a  “small”                                                                                                      
𝑛 −dimensional vector.

2. Alice sends Bob: 𝑿 = 𝑷 +𝒎

3. Bob  uses his private key to find the                                                                                        
nearest lattice point to 𝑿 that is 𝑷
and computes 𝑿 − 𝑷 = 𝒎.

Bob’s Private key: good basis Bob’s Public key: bad basis

Message 𝑚 encoded as offset from Lattice point P*Network Security, C. Kaufman, R Perlman, M Speciner, R. Perlner, 2023
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FIPS 203, ML-BASED KEM, LATTICE PROBLEMS, CTD

§ A lattice 𝐿 ⊂ 𝑅! is a set of integer linear combinations of 𝑛 linearly independent 
vectors 𝒃$, . . . , 𝒃!:  𝐿(𝒃$, . . . , 𝒃!) = ∑%!∈' 𝑧(𝒃( = 𝐁𝒛, 𝐳 ∈ 𝑍!,  with  𝐁 ∈ 𝑅!×! a matrix 
with the basis vectors as columns.

§ L is cyclic if  ∀ 𝑎 ∈ 𝐿: 𝑟𝑜𝑡(𝑎) ∈ 𝐿, where 𝑟𝑜𝑡 𝑥 is a rotational shift of 𝑎. Cyclic 
lattices correspond to ideals 𝐼 in the polynomial ring 𝑍 𝑥 / 𝑥! − 1 . Then

— 𝐿* = 𝑎+, … , 𝑎!,$ | ∑(-+,!,$ 𝑎( 𝑥( ∈ 𝐼 ⊂ 𝑍!.

§ Learning with Errors (LWE) problem: find a (secret) vector 𝒔 given matrix 𝑨 and 
vector 𝒃 = 𝑨𝒔 + 𝒆 (infering 𝑨 from noisy samples 𝐀𝒛, using basis "𝐀").

§ Lattices are standard if they are based on LWE; they are ideal if 𝑨 is cyclic.

§ Modular lattices (ML) exploit a tradeoff between the efficiency of ideal lattices and 
the security of standard lattices. 
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FIPS 204, ML-BASED DSA STANDARD

High-Level Overview
§ Security is based on the hardness of finding short vectors in lattices (the hardness 

of Module-LWE and Module-SIS (Short Integer Solution for lattices) 
§ A Schnorr-like lattice-based signature scheme 

§ All operations over 𝑅 = 𝑍//(𝑋#01 + 1) for 𝑞 = 2#2 − 2$2 + 1 (= 8,380,417)

§ Three versions.

Sizes in bytes
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FIPS 204, ML-BASED DSA STANDARD, CTD

Schnorr signature
An interactive proof between a Prover P who knows 𝑔, the generator of a group and a 
value 𝑥,  and a Verifier V who knows 𝑔 and 𝑦 = 𝑔3.  P demonstrates knowledge of 𝑥 to 
V in three steps.

§ Commitment: P generates a random positive integer 𝑟 and commits to it by sending 
𝑔4 to the V. 

§ Challenge: V sends a random positive integer 𝑐 to P. 

§ Response: P returns 𝑠 = 𝑟 − 𝑐𝑥, and V checks whether 𝑔5 V 𝑦6 = 𝑔4. 

To make this non-interactive 𝑐 is derived from the hash of the commitment.
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FIPS 204, ML-DSA STANDARD, BASIC IDEA

Build a signature scheme from an analogous interactive protocol, where a prover P
who knows matrices 𝑨 ∈ 𝑍/7×8 , 𝐒𝟏 ∈ 𝑍/8×!and 𝐒𝟐 = 𝑍#7×! with short coefficients, 
demonstrates knowledge of  𝐒𝟏, 𝐒𝟐 to a Verifer V who knows 𝐀 and 𝑻 ∈ 𝑍/7×!, with 𝑻 =
𝐀𝐒$ + 𝐒#. Such an interactive protocol would proceed as follows:

§ Commitment: P generates 𝐲 ∈ 𝑍/8 with short coefficients and commits to it by sending 
𝐀𝐲 to V. 

§ Challenge: V sends a vector 𝐜 ∈ 𝑍/8 with short coefficients to P 

§ Response: P returns 𝐳 = 𝐲 + 𝐒$𝐜, and V checks whether 𝐀𝐳 − 𝐓𝐜 ≈ 𝐀𝐲. 

The public key is (𝐀, 𝐓) and the private key is 𝐒$, 𝐒# .

ML-DSA uses several transformations to reduce the size the key size and signature size.
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THE FRAMEWORK AND CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

§ The framework is based on the SCCT theory

– The Social Cognitive Career Theory
– The students need to take one quantum computer course
– In addition, they need to be involved in solving problems using quantum 

computing through individualized research programs 
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SUMMARY

§ We plan to make our curricular materials available to every CAE Institute that would 
be interested in having their program

§ As NSF is pushing to have programs that incorporate quantum computing, having 
such a program could enhance proposals potentially
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